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[57] ABSTRACT

A temperature control system is disclosed which
supplies a fluid which acts as a temperature effecting

agent for the system. The fluid is conveyed through the

system with a temperature control means regulating the

temperature of the fluid and a fluid control means regu-

lating flow of the fluid through the system. The temper-
ature control means includes a helix of electrically resis-

tant tubing which the fluid passes through. Optimally,

the helix is responsive to the application of electrical

current such that temperature of the fluid passing

through the helix is controlled as a function of the ap-

plied current. Preferably, a distribution network forms
part of the system and uniformly distributes the fluid in

a desired area and/or around an object. The fluid conr
trol means can also include a diverting means for divert-

ing fluid not at a desired temperature from the system
and an additional means to vary the temperature of the

fluid distributed by the system.

18 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures
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1 2
temperature effecting agent A fluid conveying means

TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM conveys fluid from a supply means to the system outlet.

A temperature control means regulates temperature of

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION the fluid at the outlet. The temperature control means

The invention herein described was made in the
5 includes a helix oi

;

electrically resistant tubing which is

course of or under a contract or subcontract thereun- connected to the fluid conveying means such that fluid

der
t
(or grant) with The Department of the Air Force. Passes through the helix. A fluid control means regu-

This invention relates generally to a temperature lates flow of the fluid through the fluid conveying

control system and more particularly to apparatus for means.

controlling the temperature of a desired area by applica- 10 In one form of the invention, a diverting means di-

tion of a.heating or cooling fluid to the area. The fluid verts the fluid for a predetermined time from the fluid

used is preferably a gas (when applied to the area). The conveying means that passes through the helix in order

present system includes a control for the flow of the to allow only the fluid at a desired temperature to be

fluid and a means for regulating temperature of the conveyed to the outlet. In another form of the inven-

fluid.
15 tion t the fluid at the outlet can be selectively intermin-

Other mechanisms have been devised for regulating gled with fluid which has not passed through the helix

the temperature of a desired area or for supplying a to vary the temperature of the fluid at the outlet. In still

temperature treated fluid. For example, U.S. Pat. No. another form of the invention, a distribution network

3,652,825 to Layton discloses a process vessel for treat- would be connected to the system outlet such that fluid

ing parts in a work zone with heated inert gas, the inert 20 would pass from the outlet, into the distribution net-

gas being heated by a coil of tubing which the inert gas work, with the distribution network uniformly distrib-

passes through, the tubing being heated by passing cur- uting the fluid in a desired area, or equivalently around

rent therethrough. U.S. Pat. No. 2,287,974 to Cohen an object,

discloses a heating apparatus where pressurized fluid

flows through a coil tubular heater and is sprayed 25 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
through a nozzle depending upon the position of a FIG. 1 is a diagram of the temperature control system
valve. Pat No. 3,596,056 to Dillarstone discloses a

0f the present invention;
shaving cream dispenser where shaving cream is re- pjQ 2 is a detail perspective view with portions

leased from a pressurized container by the opening of a
rernoved to aid illustration of a form of distribution

valve and heated by a tubular coil heater before being 30
netwQrk which can be uti|iied with the present

-

mVQn „

dispensed. A temperature control system for use in

constant temperature baths that utilizes a combined
pjQ 3 is a detai i perspective view with portions

heater cooler is disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 3,680,630 to
. removed of another fom of distribution network whichwJtts.

. Can be utilized with the present system; and
However, none of these prior art dev.ces provide for 35

cr0ss-sectional vievv with portions
the appl.cat.on to a desired area or a part m a umform

of distribution network which
manner, a h.ghly accurate temperature controned flu.d.

ent {ure contfol
Additionally, the present invention provides the advan- vo „™™L„ ^ r^™tc
cages of being applicable for heating and cooling, apply- ^\ ^°J l

T?Tf- ! u
.

conve*n8 0 °bjeCtS

ing only fluid a? a predetermined" temperature to' the 40 through the illustrated dis nbution network,

desired area or object, such that overshoot of the de-
Whdc the invention will be described in connecuon

sired temperature of the fluid is prevented and a sharp ^ith the preferred embodiments it will be under tood

temperature ramp from the initial temperature of the that it is not intended to limit the mvention to those

area and/or object to the desired temperature is accom- embodiments. On the contrary, it is intended to cover

plished- 45 al( alternatives, modifications, and equivalents that may
P

be included within the spirit and scope of the invention

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION as defined by the appended claims.

It is, therefore, an object of the present invention to DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
provide a temperature control system using a fluid as a INVENTION
temperature effecting agent which is supplied to an 50

.

object or area such that the fluid applied will have a Turning first to FIG. 1, there is shown a diagramatic

precise temperature. illustration of the present temperature control system.

It is another object of the present invention to pro- The present system uses a fluid as the- temperature ef-

vide a temperature control system having a fluid as a fecting agent. By this is meant that a fluid is supplied to

temperature effecting agent to heat or cool an object or 55 the system at an inlet temperature, is acted upon by the

area when applied thereto. system so that upon exiting the temperature control

It is vet another object of the present invention to system, it is at a desired temperature and can then be

provide a temperature control system using a fluid as applied to a desired area or object to change or maintain

the temperature effecting agent where the fluid is ap- the temperature thereof. Accordingly, pressurized fluid

plied to an object or area in a highly uniform manner. 60 is supplied to the system in any suitable manner as from

It is still another object of the present invention to a tank 10. The fluid used is preferably a gas. However,

provide a temperature control system using a fluid as a it can be in the form of a liquid which optimally would

temperature effecting agent where the temperature of be converted to a gas when heated. Preferred fluids are

the fluid applied to an object or area is not subject to pressurized air from an industrial plant or commercial

overshoot conditions and is only applied at a predeter- 65 bottled gas, which optimally would be an inert gas. The

mined temperature. pressurized fluid passes from tank 10 through a line 12

Briefly, in accordance with the invention, there is and a filter 14 to a manifold 16. Filter 14 filters impuri-

provided a temperature control system using a fluid as a ties from the fluid passing therethrough in order to

02/21/2002, EAST Version: 1.02.0008
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prevent clogging within system elements and to insure The use of two lines 20 and 22 and heaters 40 and 42
uniform and accurate temperature of the fluid. provides increased flexibility to the system. In this re-

Manifold 16 distributes the pressurized fluid through gard, two small heaters can be used to heat through the

four separate lines 20, 22, 24, and 26. Each of these lines two lines the same volume of fluid as one larger heater,

has a pressure regulator 30 and a valve 32 therein. Reg- 5 with the larger heater not being as safe because of it

ulators 30 control the pressure in each separate line. requiring a higher current to heat the same volume of

Valves 32 are preferably of an orifice type such that fluid as the two smaller heaters. Also, it may be desired

they can meter the fluid to be passed therethrough in to have fluid in line 22 heated to a different temperature

each individual line. Thus, the flow of the fluid in each than the fluid in line 20 for intermingling in line 72. Or,

line can be accurately controlled by controlling fluid 1° il mav be desired to simply use one line, such as line 20,

pressure with pressure regulators 30 and metering the where a lesser volume of fluid is desired to be con-

flow with orifice valves 32. trolled by the system for application to an object of

Depending upon the settings of valves 32 and pres- area - When, for example, only line 20 is to supply fluid

sure regulators 30, fluid flows through lines 20 and 22 to t0 line 72
>
valve 32 of line 22 would preferably close to

tubular helix heaters 40 and 42 which are connected in
15 prevent flow of fluid in line 22 through heater 42, while

fluid conveying relation to lines 20 and 22, respectively. valve 32 of Iine 20 would be °Pened a desired amount to

Thus, all fluid passing through valve 32 in line 20 passes
meter flow through line 20 and heater 40 to line 72.

through heater 40 and all fluid passing through valve 32 Yalv
JL

76 wou
l?

be closed t0 Prevent fluid flow from

in line 22 passes through heater 42.
. .

lin
J
e 20 t0

,

hneJ2
*
An °Ptional switch 8° could b* Pro'

A line 72 is connected at a junction 74 of lines 20 and
20 Vlded

u
m lme 78fl *° Prevent act

e
u
/
tlon

°J
controller 62

22. Fluid passing through heater 40 is conveyed ?
nd connected power unit 56, transformer 52 and

through junction 74 to line 72. Depending on whether
heate* ^Equivalent!* these devices could simply by

valve 76 is open or closed, fluid passing from heater 42
J

umed °*™us
'
<**P™ture sensor 70 would through

i . j *u u • *• • * i* line 78 and 78£ actuate the controller 60 to vary on-off
would also be conveyed through junction 74 mto line „ t . r u eA « « . ,

7

^2 25 time of power unit 54 such that the current produced by

tt t i
•

i i i i i a An . A~ j r t x • transformer 50 would be regulated for application to
Helical tubular heaters 40 and 42 are made of electn- u * An* * *u j • J * cu * r j *
. ^ . , , . i , A . . heater 40 to create the desired amount of heat applied to

cal resistance metal so as to constitute an electnca
fluid ^ thrQu ^^ 4Q

heating element for fluid passing there hrough. Helical
In Qrder t0 have^ tem ature control tem

heaters 40 and 42 which are preferably made of pre-
3Q ducc a $h ^ fam (whefc^ Qbject Qf^ tQ

cleaned stainless steel tubing and are heated by passing
be heated ha$ its tem aturc raised from its initial ten>

current therethrough, are capable of heating the fluid
ture tQ the desired temperature rapidly during ap.

passing therethrough to about 1600 F; maximum. This
plication of the heating fluid) t0 only aUow fluid at a

is accomplished by attaching e ectrodes 44 and 45 to the
desired temperature t0 be conveyed to the system outlet

input and output ends of helical heater 40 and electrodes
35 95 where it can be applied t0 the desired area and/or

47 and 48 to the input and output ends of helical heater
object> a diverting mcans is provided. This means di-

42. These electrodes are connected to the output of verts ^ nuid from reaching the system outlet 95 by
transformers 50 and 52, respectively. Transformers 50 dumping it overboard for a predetermined time until the
and 52 are preferably 480 to 50 volt alternating current nuid at a desired temperature. A fast acting valve 90 can
step-down transformers. These provide a low voltage 40 be positioned to direct fluid from line 72 through line 92
and high current to the helical heaters. Because of the t0 outiet 95 or t0 direct fluid frora^ 72 through line

low voltage and high current, helical heaters 40 and 42 96t Line 96 dumps fluid passing therethrough over-
can be used safely. Additionally, a highly electrically boarT

:

outsuTe the system . VieldtUUiy, a muiiler ^8 is

resistant metal for helical heaters 40 and 42 which is coritiected in line 96 to reduce the sound of the dumped
normally expensive is not required to provide the de- 45 flujd .

sired heating capability so that cost of the system is The position of valve 90 is controlled by a fluid pres-

minimized. sure responsive mechanism 100. Mechanism 100 has a
The current applied by transformers 50 and 52 are chamber 102 of which one side is made up by a dia-

controlled by solid state power units 54 and 56, respec- phram 104. A suitable linkage mechanism 106 shown by
tively. Such power units can be in the form of a power- 50 the broken lines is connected to diaphram 104 and valve
stat or saturable core reactor. Controllers 60 and 62 90. Chamber 102 is connected to fluid line 26. Fluid
control the on-off time of power units 54 and 56, respec- pressure conveyed through line 26 to chamber 102 is

tively. Applicant has found that controllers sold under controlled by orifice valve 32 and pressure regulator 30
the trade name Electromax by Leeds and Northrup in line 26, and solenoid valve 110. VaJ^&ilS is prefera-

have been especially suitable for this described function. 55 bly controlled by a timing mechanjsjnJllustrated at 112.

A temperature sensor 70, which is preferably a ther- The time it takes for fluid to reacrTadesired temperature

mocouple, is disposed on line 72, or alternately in the in line 72 as sensed by the temperature sensor 70 from its

area where the fluid is to be distributed (as illustrated in initial supply temperature is normally known. Accord-
FIG. 2 where the thermocouple is designated 70'), and ingly, valve 110 could be actuated by timer 112 to allow

is connected by electrical line 78 which breaks off into 60 fluid to flow through line 26 (at sufficient pressure and

the electrical lines 78a and 18b to controllers 62 and 60, quantity as determined by valve 32 and pressure regula-

respectively. Depending upon the temperature sensed tor 30) for a specified time to chamber 102 to position

by temperature sensor 70, controllers 60 and 62 will diaphram 104 and the connected linkage 106 such that

increase or decrease the power required to provide a valve 90 would prevent (divert) fluid from flowing

predetermined temperature of fluid in line 72 by vary- 65 from line 92 and outlet 95 while simultaneously chan-

ing the on-off time of power units 54 and 56 respectively neling the fluid from line 72 through line 96 and muffler

thereby varying the current applied to heaters 40 and 42 98 overboard. Once the specified time had elapsed, the

by transformers 50 and 52. temperature in line 72 would be at the desired level and

02/21/2002, EAST Version: 1.02.0008
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valve 110 would be deactivated thereby preventing 232 of evaporation manifold 230 which are exposed to

flow of fluid from line 26 to chamber 102 by diaphram ambient temperature air. The low temperature gas

104 and linkage 106 forcing valve 90 to its other posi- passes from evaporation manifold 230 into a line 233

tion where flow of fluid is channeled from line 72 to line which preferably connects with line 20. A valve 234

92 rather than line 96. Alternatively, instead of using a 5 prevents a backflow of the low temperature gas and also

timing device 112 t valve 110 could be controlled by prevents flow of fluid from line 20 into line 233 when
being connected to temperature sensor 70 where the the temperature control system is used as a heater and

position of valve 110 would depend upon the tempera- the fluid is supplied from tank 10. When acting as a

ture indicated by sensor 70. cooling device, the system would have valve 32 of line

In order to prevent overshoot conditions, where the 10 20 closed so that flow of fluid from supply tank 10

temperature ot the tluid being heated overshoots tne would not pass valve 32 and intermingle with the fluid

desired temperature prior to stabilizing, tluid line iTH from line 233. Valve 32 also prevents backflow of fluid

provided. Line 24 connects with line 92 beyond valve from line 233 to line 20 in the direction of distribution

!J0 prior to outlet 95. As such, fluid flowing through line manifold 16. Thus, cooling fluid will flow from line 233

24 passing into line 92 will intermingle wlffi the fluid in 15 up-stream into line 20, through heater 40, into line 72,

line 92 prior to the fluid in line 92 passing through outlet through valve 90, into line 92 and out through outlet 95.

95. Control of the fluid in line 24 is provided by pressure For the cooling operation, valves 76 and 120 would

regulator 30 and metering valve 32 in line 24 and valves normally be closed^thougruf desired^valve 120 could

118 and 120. Valve 118 is preferably actuatedJa^igiing %e openecTalong with valves 118 ~alTd~32lF Hne_2_4 to

me^liauifim-Hz. Valve nit is normally closed and pre: 20 allow intermingling of ambient temperature fluid with

vents flow of fluid in line 24 from being conveyed to the cooling fluid. Heater 40 can be used in the manner

line 92. However, at a specified time when the tempera- previously described to heat the cooling fluid to a spe-

ture of fluid in line 92 is or would become above the ciftc increased temperature if necessary. Valve 90 could

desired temperature due to overshoot conditions, valve also be operated as previously described if desired to

118 would be actuated to an open position by timing 25 divert the flow of cooling fluid overboard for a certain

mechanism 112 to allow flow of fluid from line 24 to be period of time.

conveyed into line 92 to intermingle with the fluid in The present system also contemplates uniformly dis-

line 92. As the fluid in line 24 is preferably not heated tributing the heating or cooling fluid from the system

and is therefore at the initial supply temperature, it will that passes through outlet 95 within a desired area and-

haye a cooling effect on the heated fluid in line 92 due 30 /or around desired objects. Referred now to FIG. 2,

to the intermingling. Timing mechanism 112 would there is shown one example of a distribution network

keep the valve 118 actuated for a specified amount of generally indicated at 300 for uniformly distributing the

time until overshoot conditions of the fluid flowing
.
heating or cooling fluid passing from outlet 95. Net-

frbm line 72 to line 92 are eliminated. Valve 32 and work 300 is made up of a series of tubes 301 shaped and

pressure regulator 30 in line 24 control the amount and 35 connected to define the desired enclosure. Depending

pressure of the fluid to be intermingled with the fluid in upon the shape chosen, an integral tubular network can

line 92 which is necessary to eliminat&jfce_overshoot be used. The tubular network supports insulation 302

dfijbdationJromJ:he_desired temperature AtteTnlgHvelyPX which encloses the desired area. Tubes 301 have a plu

118 couTdTe^o1m^med4Q^em^erature sensor 70 \ rality of small orifices (not shown), usually about 0.040

rol actuation denendml! uuu|
| |||^ THmpprflTnrp'anJ inches in diameter, provided therein. Distribution net-

Valve 120 prevents backflow from line 92 to / work 300 is connected to outlet 95 through any suitable

conduit means such that fluid, preferably a gas, will pass

The present temperature control system also provides from outlet 95 into tubes 301 of distribution network

for directing a cooling fluid to a desired area or object 300. The heating or cooling gas eminates from the on-

to reduce the temperature thereof. The system has a 45 fices in tubes 301 in an equal fashion and flows around

capability of providing cooling fluid in the range of any object which may be in the desired area. By virtue

from about —200* F. to about 70° F. A supply tank 200 of this equally distributed fluid flow into the desired

contains a cryogenic liquid such as liquid nitrogen or enclosed area, the temperature of the area (and/or ob-

carbon dioxide. A valve 202 meters the supply fluid to ject) is uniformly converted to a desired temperature by

a tubular network generally indicated at 204 consisting 50 convection due to the intermingling of the fluid distrib-

of three fluid lines 206, 208, and 210 which are intercon- uted from tubes 301 and also by virtue of radiation

nected at junctions 212 and 214. Line 210 is connected furnished by the tubes 301 which act as a radiant source

to an adjustable orifice cryogenic valve 220 for meter- due to the flow of the fluid therein (when a heating fluid

ing a precise amount of fluid through line 210 to junc- is used).

tion 214 and connected line 222. A cryogenic solenoid 55 FIG. 3 illustrates another type of distribution net-

valve 224 is connected in line 208. Solenoid valve 224 is work generally indicated at 310 having distribution

controlled by a timer 226. A fixed orifice by-pass 228 is tubes 312 and insulation enclosure 314.

connected in line 206 to prevent pressure build-up be- FIG, 4 illustrates another form of distribution net-

tween closed valves. Tubular network 204 provides work generally indicated at 320 having distribution

flexibility to the system in that a metered amount of 60 tubes 322 and insulated enclosure 324. This embodiment

fluid can be provided (line 210), or fluid can be pro- also allows for the treating of objects 326 which are

vided for a specified amount of time (line 208), or fluid passed through the treating area, i.e., between the distri-

can be provided in a certain amount and increased at bution tubes 322, by a conveyor belt 328.

specified times (as by using lines 208 and 210). Thus, it is apparent that there has been provided, in

Fluid passing through junction 214 flows through a 65 accordance with the invention, a temperature control

line 222 into an evaporation manifold 230. Evaporation system that fully satisfies the objectives, aims, and ad-

manifold 230 converts the cryogenic liquid to a low vantages set forth above. While the invention has been

temperature gas by passing it through the various tubes described in conjunction with the specific embodiments

02/21/2002, EAST Version: 1.02.0008
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thereof, it is evident that many alternatives, modifica- said first fluid conveying means reaching said out-

tions, and variations, will be apparent to those skilled in let; and

the art in light of the foregoing description. Accord- second fluid control means responsive to said tempt-

ingly, it is intended to embrace all such alternatives, ature control means for regulating flow of the fluid

modifications, and the variations as fall within the spirit 5 through said second fluid conveying means in

and scope of the appended claims. order to vary the temperature of the fluid reaching

What is claimed is: said outIet
-

. . .

1. A temperature control system comprising: 5. The system of claim 4 also including a distribution

supply means for supplying fluid, the fluid acting as network connected to said outlet in fluid conveying

the temperature effecting agent for the temperature 10 relation such that the fluid passes from said.outlet into

control system- said distribution network, said distribution network

an outlet*
* uniformly distributing the fluid in a desired area.

fluid conveying means for conveying the fluid from 6 The sVstem of claim 4 wherein said first fluid con-

the supply means to said outlet; tro1 means also includes
f
diverting means responsive to

temperature control means for regulating tempera- » said temperature control means for diverting for a pre-

ture of the fluid at said outlet, said temperature determined time the fluid from said first fluid conveying

control means including a helix of electrically resis-
means which passes through said helix to prevent the

tent tubing, said helix being connected to said fluid
flu 'd diverted from being conveyed to said outlet m

conveying means in fluid conveying relation such
„n

°rder t0^ only the fluid at a desired temperature to

that the fluid being conveyed from said supply
20 be conveved t0 sa,d outlet * said first flmd convevmS

means to said outlet passes through said helix while
of^ 6 a]sQ a distribution

being conveyed to said outlet; and
netwQrk CQnnected to said outlet in fluid conveying

fluid control means for regulating flow of the fluid
relation such Km^^ from gaid QUtlet mtQ

through said fluid conveying means, said fluid con-
25 said distribution netW0rk, said distribution network

trol means including a diverting means responsive
ni efflux of the fluid from the system such that

to said temperature control means for diverting for ^ fluid [s uniforml distributed the fluid in a desired
a predetermined time the fluid from said fluid con-

area
veying means which passes through said helix to

g The system of daim 7 wherem said distribution

prevent the fluid diverted from being conveyed to
3Q network inciudes at least one tube, said tube having a

said outlet in order to allow only the fluid at a
plurality of apertures for efflux of the fluid from the

desired temperature to be conveyed to said outlet.
system.

2. The system of claim 1 also including a distribution
9 The system 0f cia|m 8 wherein said at least one tube

network connected to said outlet in fluid conveying defines the desired area where the fluid is uniformly

relation such that the fluid passes from said outlet into
35 distributed, and wherein said distribution network pro-

said distribution network, said distribution network v jdes for heating of the desired area by convection and

governing efflux of the fluid from the system such that
radiation.

the fluid is uniformly distributed the fluid in a desired jq jne system of claim 9 wherein at least one object

area. is to be heated within the desired area, said at least one
3. The system of claim 1 wherein said diverting 40 object being heated by being conveyed through the

means includes: a valve, a valve control means for actu- desired area.

ating said valve to divert the fluid from said fluid con- j^e system of claim 8 wherein the fluid is used to

veying means which passes through said helix, said c00 i the desired area and the fluid is a cryogenic fluid,

valve control means being responsive to application of 12. The system of claim 9 wherein said first fluid

the fluid, and application means for selectively applying 45 control means includes a means for metering the flow of

the fluid to said valve control means. fluid through said first fluid conveying means, and said

4. A temperature control system comprising: second fluid control means includes a means for meter-

supply means for supplying fluid, the fluid acting as mg the flow of fluid through said second fluid convey-

the temperature effecting agent for the temperature mg means.

control system; 50 13. The system of claim 8 wherein said diverting

an outlet; means includes: a valve, a valve control means for actu-

first fluid conveying means for conveying the fluid ating said valve to divert the fluid from said fluid con-

from the supply means to said outlet;
.
veying means which passes through said helix, said

temperature control means for regulating tempera- valve control means being responsive to application of

ture cf the fluid at said outlet, said temperature 55 the fluid, and application means for selectively applying

control means including a helix of electrically resis- the fluid to said valve control means,

tant tubing, said helix being connected to said first 14. The system of claim 13 wherein said temperature

fluid conveying means in fluid conveying relation control means includes a timing means, and wherein

such that the fluid being conveyed from said supply said application means includes a metering means to

means to said outlet through said first fluid convey- 60 meter the flow of fluid to said valve control means and

ing means passes through said helix while being a normally, closed valve, said normally closed valve

conveyed to said outlet; allowing flow of the fluid to said valve control means

first fluid control means for regulating flow of the only when actuated, said normally closed valve being

fluid through said first fluid conveying means; selectively actuated by said timing means for a predeter-

second fluid conveying means for conveying the fluid 65 mined time. ...
from the supply means to said outlet, the fluid from 15. The system of claim 7 wherein said helix is re-

said second fluid conveying means that reaches sponsive to current, said helix regulating the tempera-

said outlet being intermingled with the fluid from ture of the fluid passing therethrough in response to

02/21/2002, EAST Version: 1.02.0008
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electrical current supplied thereto, and wherein said

temperature control means also includes: sensing means

to sense the temperature of the fluid after it passes

through said helix, and current control means respon-

sive to said sensing means for applying current to said

helix, said current control means controlling the current

in response to said sensing means.

16. The system of claim 13 wherein said helix is re-

sponsive to current, said helix regulating the tempera-

ture of the fluid passing therethrough in response to

electrical current supplied thereto, and wherein said

temperature control means also includes: sensing means

to sense the temperature of the fluid after it passes

through said helix, and current control means respon-

sive to said sensing means for applying current to said

helix, said current control means controlling the current

in response to said sensing means.

17. A temperature control system comprising:

a supply means for supplying fluid, the fluid being a

cryogenic liquid, the fluid acting as a temperature

effecting agent for the temperature control system;

an outlet;

fluid conveying means for conveying the fluid from

said supply means to said outlet;

10

15

20

25

temperature control means for regulating tempera-

ture of the fluid at said outlet, said temperature

control means including a helix of electrically resis-

. tant tubing, said helix being connected to said fluid

conveying means in fluid conveying relation such

that the fluid passes through said helix;

fluid control means for regulating flow of the fluid

through said fluid conveying means, said fluid con-

trol means including a metering valve and a sole-

noid valve; and

distribution network means for governing efflux of

the fluid from the system such that the fluid is

uniformly distributed in a desired area, said distri-

bution network means including at least one tube,

said distribution network means being connected to

said outlet in fluid conveying relation such that the

fluid passes from said outlet into said distribution

network means with the fluid passing into said

distribution network means flowing into said at

least one tube, said tube having a plurality of apera-

tures for efflux of the fluid from the system.

18. The system of claim 17 also including means for

converting the cryogenic liquid to a gas and timing

means for selectively actuating said solenoid valve.

* * * * *
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